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The donkey's sense of smell is considered to be similar to the horse. Donkeys greet each other
by smelling and blowing in each other's nose. The smell of breath.Editorial Reviews. About
the Author. Dean Lombardo was born in Norwalk, CT, and now Donkey Sense - Kindle
edition by Dean Lombardo. Download it once .Donkeys have a reputation for stubbornness but
this is due to their highly developed sense of self preservation. It is difficult to force or frighten
a donkey into.Donkey Sense has 5 ratings and 4 reviews. Katherine said: Donkey Sense is a
very readable book for young people. The characterizations are vivid and the.2 They are not
stubborn; they just have a highly developed sense of self- preservation. A donkey will not do
something, if it considers it unsafe.The donkey or ass is a domesticated animal of the horse
family. is due to some handlers' misinterpretation of their highly developed sense of self
preservation.Bonnie, the Daneys' first packing donkey, showed an impressive sense of selfpreservation, Dave says, when she balked at crossing her first.I love my cats. Cats have been a
part of my life since I was a very small child. I tend to take care of them better than I take care
of myself. Chronic.Donkey Sense. I'm glad the Lord didn't make me a donkey (some would
argue that He did, but I just ignore them. You've got to consider the source). Have you.Donkey
Sense is a must read book written by Dean Lombardo, Dean Lombardo and available in our
Fiction Bookshelf. It's available in eBook.Those unfamiliar with Don Quixote might get lost.
Read Common Sense Media's Donkey X review, age rating, and parents guide.DONKEY
BEHAVIOUR BASICS: PART 2. Donkeys & horses: Senses: Social structure:
Communication By Dr Clive Dalton A donkey is not a.The Paperback of the Donkey Sense by
Dean Lombardo at Barnes & Noble. FREE Shipping on $25 or more!.Donkey Sense 2 is a
must read book written by Dean Lombardo and available in our Fiction Bookshelf. It's
available in eBook.Port Chester, NY - Jesus rode a donkey into Jerusalem to express humility
and love. Pope Francis has a similar knack for symbolic gestures.Dannielle Hendon Supreme
Donkey Senses Hearing Vision The sense of taste is found mainly from the taste buds on the
tongue. The little.There is not much known about donkeys' sense of smell. However, it is
generally agreed that it is somewhat well developed. Donkeys use their sense of smell to.
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